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from any use of its products. It is further stressed that independent testing and verification by the person
using the product is particularly encouraged, especially in any application in which defective, incorrect
or insecure functioning could result in damage to persons or property, denial of service or loss of
privacy.
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Preface
Audience
This Integration Guide is intended for administrators tasked with integrating PhioTX with Thales High Speed
Encryptors.
All products manufactured and distributed by Quantum Xchange and Thales are designed to be installed,
operated, and maintained by personnel who have the knowledge, training, and qualifications required to
safely perform the tasks assigned to them. The information, processes, and procedures contained in this
document are intended for use by trained and qualified personnel only.
Document Conventions
This document employs examples, code snippets, and notes:
Examples
Examples are provided to illustrate different scenarios administrators may encounter.
Example 1: Scenario description
Code Snippets
Code snippets are intended to be copied exactly as written or modified as described in the text.
Code Snippet
Notes
Notes provide additional or contextual information.
Note: Notes provide additional or contextual information that may not be immediately obvious, but that
isn’t essential to performing the integration.

Support Contact
If you have additional questions or require further support, please reach out to Quantum Xchange at
support@quantumxc.com.
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Introduction
About Phio Trusted Xchange (TX)
Phio Trusted Xchange™ (TX) provides secure, out-of-band key distribution to encryptors or other security
entities, enabling quantum safe encryption. With Phio TX, an attacker cannot steal keys by tapping a network
connection that is secured with public key encryption (PKE), because they will not have all the keys required to
decrypt the traffic. This protects existing PKE tunnels, such as those used to exchange keys between
encryptors, from attacks from quantum computers, or any number of attacks against PKE.

Architecture
Each encryptor needs to be able to communicate to a Phio TX node and receive keys via a simple REST API
that uses the ETSI QKD (ETSI QKD GS 014) protocol. An encryptor is called a Client of the Phio TX node.
Phio TX nodes that talk directly to another node are call Peers of each other. The Phio TX nodes need to be
able to pass keys to each other, but they do not necessarily need to be peers. They need only to be able to
pass keys via one or more intermediate peer Phio TX nodes. (For more information, see the Phio TX Install
and Admin Guide.)

Prerequisites
Before you proceed with the integration, complete the following:
 PhioTX configuration as described in the PhioTX Install and Admin Guide
 Thales encryptor configuration
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Integrating Phio TX with Thales
For the purposes of this document, we will assume that there are two Thales encryptors – Encryptor 1 and
Encryptor 2. Each encryptor gets keys from its own Phio TX node, which may or may not be a direct peer of
the node that has the other encryptor as its client, as shown in the architecture diagram above.

Configure Phio TX nodes
Configure the Phio TX host as described in the Phio TX Installation and Admin Guide. This host will
communicate with Encryptor 1 as its client and allow the client to communicate with the rest of the Phio TX
network. The Phio TX host must be able to send keys to the Phio TX node that has Encryptor 2 as its client.

Define Clients (Encryptors)
Edit the “clients” parameter in the Phio TX configuration file (the default is tx_conf.yaml) to define encryptors or
other devices that will request keys from the Phio TX. Clients may be defined by hostname/FQDN, IP address,
or both, per the following examples:

Example 1: Hostname/FQDN only
In this scenario, the name must be resolvable by DNS. Client certificate validation is then also supported, so
long as the CN in the certificate presented by the client matches the configured value.
clients:
- name: enc1.qxc-customer.net

Example 2: Hostname and IP address.
In this scenario, Phio TX will create a static mapping for that hostname in the hosts file. Client certificate
validation is supported.
clients:
- name: enc2
addr: 10.80.12.4

Example 3: IP address only.
Client certificate validation is not supported. (This is the setting required for encryptors where the QKD
configuration uses only an IP address to identify the encryptor.)
clients:
- addr: 10.80.12.5
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Define ETSI Server Parameters
Clients (encryptors) retrieve keys from the ETSI Server component of Phio TX.
1. Modify the default configuration for the ETSI Server, use vi to set the following parameters:
Parameter
Possible values
etsi_no_client_cert yes, no (default)

etsi_tls_version

0, 1, 2, -1 (default)

etsi_port

0-65535 (default:
443)

Notes
Changing this to “yes” will ignore client certificate
validation for all connection attempts to the ETSI
server.
This corresponds to the TLS 1.x version used by
the client when connecting to the ETSI Server.
For example, changing the setting to “0” will allow
TLS 1.0, which is required for certain encryptors.
“-1” will accept all TLS versions. The default is “1”
The TCP port on which the ETSI Server listens
for connections

2. Save the Configuration File and exit vi.
3. Apply the Phio TX Configuration:
Run the tx_install_cf command to test the configuration file: (The example below shows the configraution
file is tx_conf.yaml)
tx_install_cf tx_conf.yaml
Fix any errors noted in the output of the command. Once you are ready to finalize the configuration, add
the -y switch to apply it.
tx_install_cf -y tx_conf.yaml
4. Create Certificates
Follow the procedure below to apply certificates to the Phio TX appliance. Phio TX runs two REST servers:
 The “TX Server” used for communication between Phio TX nodes. This server is only active when
the Phio TX has configured peers.
 The “ETSI Server,” used for key retrieval by clients (encryptors). The ETSI server is only active
when the current Phio TX serves encryptor(s), rather than being an intermediate key delivery node.
Both servers require signed certificates to operate. The procedure for applying the certificates to the
respective REST servers is very similar.
Note: Certificates are only required for the REST servers configured to run on this Phio TX. For
example, there's no need for ETSI certificates on Phio TX node that only operates as a load-balancing
or a media-changing pass-through node.
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Note: The following steps will generate Certificate Signing Requests (CSRs) based on the current
hostname, so before proceeding, run the hostname command to verify that the hostname is set to the
desired value.
Note: The CSRs for both the TX Server and the ETSI Server are currently based on RSA 4096-bit
private keys. Some encryptor vendors may require different algorithms and/or key sizes for
interoperability. In this situation, you must first generate a private key with the needed parameters,
import the private key into the ETSI Server configuration, and then generate the CSR. For example, to
generate and import a private key based on the ECC secp521r1 curve, use the following commands.
Then proceed to Step a):
openssl ecparam -genkey -name secp521r1 -out private-ec.key
tx_install_etsi_private_key private-ec.key

a) Generate an ETSI certificate signing request (CSR) with the following command:
tx_generate_etsi_csr
You will be prompted for the following details:

Enter the required information, and a CSR file will be written to the current directory.
b) Copy the CSR to an external system and using your existing Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
generate an X509v3 certificate based on the CSR.
c) Copy the newly created certificate, as well as the corresponding root CA certificate(s) to the
Phio TX appliance.
d) Run the following commands to import the certificates:
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For ETSI Server:
tx_install_etsi_ca [filename_of_tx_etsi_cert.pem]***
tx_install_etsi_crt [filename_of_etsi_cert.crt]
***Note: This step is required even if using the same CA certificate that was used for the TX
Server.
Once the certificates are successfully imported, the respective services will automatically restart.

Configuring EQKD on the Encryptor
These examples use the CM management software to configure the encryptors. If you are managing the
encryptors using another tool, the basic outline of steps should remain the same, even though the screenshots
won’t match.
At a high level the steps required are as follows:








Configure encryptors first in Line Mode and ensure encrypted tunnels are up and running
Enable EQKD on each encryptor
Create CSRs for the certificates used for the ETSI connection
Generate the ETSI certificates on an external CA (the same one used to create the Phio TX ETSI
Certificates)
Import the PEM file for the CA that generated the ETSI certificates into each encryptor
Import the PEM file for the ETSI certificate generated from the CSR into each encryptor
Check to see if QKD keys are being delivered

First, make sure the encryptors are in Line Mode and using AES256-CFB encryption by checking the Policy pane
under the CM console Manage page:

Note: Encryptors rotate keys at a configurable interval. This rotation determines the frequency of QKD
key requests. To speed up testing and verification that your configuration is correct, we recommend
that you set the Key Update Interval in the Connections pane to 1 minute until the configuration is
verified as running correctly. This allows you to see the key request occurring more quickly, which
greatly speeds up troubleshooting. You can change this back to the original value (default is 60
minutes) when you are finished.
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Next, enable EQKD on each encryptor by checking the ETSI Quantum Key Distribution enabled box under the
System pane of the Management page on the CM console:

After you apply the changes to the EQKD settings you will need to restart the encryptors for the change to
take effect. Note that while this should happen automatically, it may require a manual restart.
Once the system has restarted, you can see the QKD panel on the Management page of the encryptor.
generate the ETSI certificate requests. All the entries should be blank:

Before you can configure the QKD settings, you first need to generate ETSI certificates that will be trusted by
the Phio TX host. On the Certify page of the CM console, select the encryptors for which you will be creating
ETSI certificates by checking the box next to their name in the list. (You can select more than one encryptor at
this step and unique CSRS will be created one by one.)
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You also need to select the proper certificate type for your environment. In this case, we are creating a CSR for
a certificate using the secp521r1 curve:

Next, click the External CA tab on the right side of the page and then click the Save CSRs to File button at the
bottom of the page:

You will be prompted for a file name and location to save each CSR that is generated, one after the other.
Take those CSRs and generate a standard TLS certificate using the same CA that you used to generate the ETSI
certificates for the Phio TX Host.
Once you have the certificate files (in CRT or PEM format) ensure that the file extension is .PEM and then
import the certificates by going to the Certify page on the CM console, selecting the encryptor (only one at a
time) that you want to import the ETSI cert to, and then click the Show Certificates button at the bottom of
the screen:

You will get a new pane with an Import PEM button, which allows you to Import the certificate you have
created.

Once the certificates are installed, use the Management page to view the Certificates panel for each
encryptor, as shown below You may need to adjust the display width if each column to see all the information
clearly:
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Note: Each certificate has a unique ID, and that is required to use that certificate for EQKD. The
certificate you imported for ETSI will have been signed by a CA, and will NOT be the self-signed
certificate. Take note of the Identifier for this certificate as you need to select this certificate in steps
below.
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Next, configure the EQKD settings as shown below:






The Local KME IP is the IP address of the Phio TX host providing keys to THIS encryptor
Remote SAE IP is the IP address of the other encryptor in this pair that will also use QKD
The Certificate is a drop-down list of all certificates install. Select the certificate ID for the ETSI
certificate you imported earlier into this encryptor.
QKD Failure Option determines what happens when keys cannot be provided from the Phio TX host.
The default is CNET Keys which will cause the encryptor to fall back to using standard TLS until a new
out-of-band key can be retrieved from Phio TX.

Click Apply and then verify that tunnels are up. If QKD keys cannot be retrieved, you will see a message
“Unable to Receive QKD keys…” on the front panel of the encryptor.

Test Integration
Test the configuration by running the following commands on the Phio TX host:\
tx_status
You should see the certificate information for all the certificates you have installed on the Phio TX node.
txh -l

You should see the Phio TX peers, as well as the Encryptor client appear, with green status Information.
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